
Part 3

Prototype in Depth

Part 2 of this book provided a detailed tour of the Scriptaculous library, and
part 3 performs a similar function for Prototype. Prototype is a much lower-level
library than Scriptaculous, and is concerned primarily with improving the experi-
ence of writing JavaScript. Hence, three of the four chapters in this part of the
book are concerned with JavaScript as a language. Only the final chapter looks at
Prototype’s features for working specifically with web browsers.

Throughout the language chapters, we begin by discussing the features of
unadorned JavaScript, and then relate these to the improvements provided by Pro-
totype. This part of the book can be read, then, as a primer on the JavaScript lan-
guage, as well as a discussion of Prototype. While it’s possible to get by as a
JavaScript coder without knowing all the details of the language, the topics that we
cover in this part of the book will improve your coding, whether or not you end up
using Prototype and Scriptaculous.

Chapter 8 deals with JavaScript objects and the mechanisms that Prototype pro-
vides to enable you to develop simple object hierarchies. Chapter 9 looks at Java-
Script Function objects, and in particular at Prototype’s support for closures, one
of the darkest and most mysterious corners of JavaScript, and one of the more pow-
erful! Chapter 10 discusses JavaScript Arrays, and shows you how Prototype pro-
vides an entirely new way of working with Arrays.

Chapter 11 returns to the world of the web browser, and tours the capabilities
that Prototype provides for working with the Document Object Model, and with
HTML forms.



Throughout this part of the book, we’re dealing with small, focused topics, and
often ones with no visible user interface. In order to demonstrate our points,
we’ve developed an interactive Scratchpad application that we use to run over 100
snippets of code, and to visualize their results. The Scratchpad has proven its
worth as a teaching tool for the purposes of this book, and it can also serve as an
interactive console during your day-to-day development.
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All About Objects

This chapter covers
■ Declaring JavaScript objects
■ Defining reusable object types
■ Writing object-oriented JavaScript 

using Prototype
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In part 2, we looked at how we can use Prototype and Scriptaculous to achieve a
number of quick wins for our application development. Using the libraries in this
way requires relatively little understanding of the internal functioning of the
libraries themselves. Indeed, it requires little understanding of the language fea-
tures that the libraries make use of. That’s one of the strengths of these libraries—
for the casual user, the learning curve is not at all steep, and the payback is consid-
erable. You may not need to take your use of the libraries beyond this level, in
which case you’ve already got a very good return on your investment.

 On the other hand, the libraries also provide a great deal of power and ele-
gance for the more advanced user. Much of the advanced, low-level capability is
provided by Prototype.js, and in the next few chapters, we will explore these capa-
bilities more thoroughly. In part 4, we will take a second look at Scriptaculous, in
light of what we have learned. That extra knowledge will make it easier to under-
stand how Scriptaculous does what it does, but it will also help you to extend the
Scriptaculous code base yourself.

 Prototype provides a lot of its power by extending the core JavaScript classes.
We’ll begin our tour of these by looking at the most fundamental of all classes, the
Object.

8.1 Introducing the Scratchpad application

Throughout this and the next two chapters, we’re going to look at a number of low-
level language features. As such, most of the code examples in this section will be
short. Rather than providing a standalone web page to host each example, we’ve
created a simple interactive JavaScript interpreter web application, into which the
example code, called “snippets,” can be loaded and edited. The URL of the Scratch-
pad application is http://localhost:8080/scratchpad/ps-sandbox.html. A screen-
shot of the Scratchpad application is shown in figure 8.1.

 The simplest way to use the Scratchpad is to type some JavaScript into the
script editor, and click the “run the code” button to evaluate it. Any code you have
entered will be evaluated instantly.

 To make things slightly easier to use, we’ve provided two additional features.
The first is a set of predefined scripts, corresponding to the examples in this
book, which can be loaded into the script editor (using Prototype’s Ajax.Request,
of course), and can subsequently be modified. The second is an output region, to
the right of the editor, which simply serves as a holding place for any graphical
elements that the script might generate. 
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Here in part 3 of the book, we’ll be manipulating and generating lots of values,
objects, and arrays. We’ve therefore written a simple helper method that displays a
value graphically in the output area. The function signature is as follows:

show(title,obj)

The title is the heading to be shown above the elements, and obj is the object to
be displayed. The show() function supports simple objects such as strings and
numbers, and also JavaScript Objects and Arrays, for which it will list all members
or elements. It won’t recurse into complex members or elements, though. 

 Figure 8.2 shows a simple invocation of this function, using the example script
that is present when the Scratchpad first loads. We’ve called show() four times here,
passing in a string, a number, an Array, and an Object respectively. (The Array and
Object are defined inline using the compact JSON syntax—if you’re not familiar
with it, we’ll explain it fully later in this chapter.) The string and number are dis-
played as is. The Array is listed alongside numerical indices, and the Object is dis-
played as a set of name-value pairs, corresponding to its properties.

 We’ll make use of the Scratchpad application throughout this part of the book
(chapters 8–11) to run the code snippets and demonstrate their results. For now,
let’s get back to our discussion of JavaScript objects.

Figure 8.1 User interface of the Scratchpad application, used to evaluate small snippets of 
JavaScript on the fly
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8.2 The Object type

The most fundamental core object types are those that define how the language
itself works. The Object type defines all JavaScript objects, and all other core
object types, native objects, and JavaScript-defined objects inherit the behavior of
this object. The main behavior of the Object type is the ability to contain mem-
bers, that is, other objects. 

 In most object-oriented programming languages, such as C++, Java, and C#, an
Object will have a predefined set of members corresponding to its properties and
methods. This set is defined by the class definition for the object, and it will
remain constant throughout the lifetime of the object. In JavaScript, however,
there are no class definitions as such, and an object can accept new members at
any point in its life. In many ways, the JavaScript Object type is best thought of as
an associative array or hash table. 

 The most obvious expression of this is the fact that the dot notation usually
associated with objects and the square-bracket notation associated with arrays are
interchangeable in JavaScript. To define a value for an object’s property in Java,
C#, etc., we would normally write something like this:

myObject.something = "hello world";

In JavaScript, that notation works, but it can also be written as follows:

myObject['something'] = "hello world";

Figure 8.2 Using the show() function to display the contents of an Array object
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The net effect of the two statements is exactly the same—the value of a property
called something is set to the string hello world. In Java or C#, the object would
need to be defined as an instance of a class containing a property called some-
thing, of course, but in JavaScript, it isn’t so; if the property something was previ-
ously unset for our object, it will simply add it in.

 Extending a JavaScript object with new properties extends the state that it con-
tains. More excitingly, extending it with new methods extends the behavior that it
is capable of. JavaScript objects that we create ourselves can be extended in this way,
and so can native objects. An object can be extended on a case-by-case basis, but the
base definition for an entire type of object can also be extended. Prototype pro-
vides support for all of these capabilities, as we’ll see in the following sections.

8.2.1 Creating an Object

In simple JavaScript code, we can get by without using objects, but in any moder-
ately complex project, using objects can help to structure our code considerably.
In the first section of this book, we presented a web-based image gallery applica-
tion. At the end of chapter 4, the JavaScript code was responsible for parsing the
results of Ajax requests, and it generated user interface markup directly from the
server response data. When we add new features to the gallery, we might want to
decouple the user interface generation from the Ajax response parsing, and
model the gallery on the client tier as a set of objects. The images in the gallery
are organized into folders, so we already have two types of objects in our applica-
tion: one representing the image, and another representing the folder to which
the image belongs. 

 JavaScript is a flexible language, and there’s more than one way to do most
things. We’ll look at two different ways of creating objects in the following sections.

Verbose Object declaration
Let’s assume that we’ve decided to use an object-based approach to structuring
our app, and we’ll go ahead and make some objects. The easiest way to create an
Object in JavaScript is to simply declare one:

var picture=new Object();

We can then add new properties to it as we wish:

picture.id=3;
picture.title="middle way";
picture.date=new Date("01/01/1970");

We aren’t limited to simple properties. An Object property can be a complex
object itself:
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picture.details=new Object();
picture.details.type="photograph";
picture.details.keywords=new 

Array("landscape","tranquil","green","vegetation");

We can also attach methods to our object:

picture.getAge=function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }

Let’s put this together into the Scratchpad application—take a look at snippet 8.1

Snippet 8.1
var picture=new Object();
picture.id=3;
picture.title="middle way";
picture.date=new Date("01/07/2005");
picture.details=new Object();
picture.details.type="photograph";
picture.details.keywords=new 

Array("landscape","tranquil","green","vegetation");
picture.getAge=function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }

show("picture",picture);
show("details",picture.details);
show("age (years)",picture.getAge()/(1000*60*60*24*365));.

From the output of the Scratchpad, it’s evident that we’ve created a moderately
complex object successfully. However, we had to write a lot of code to do so.
There is a more concise way of accomplishing the same thing, as we’ll see in the
next section.

Terse object declaration using JSON
Creating anything but the simplest object in this way will be tedious and long-
winded. Fortunately, JavaScript provides another notation for creating objects
that reveals the associative array nature of the object more clearly. We can define
our entire object in a single statement, as shown in snippet 8.2.
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Snippet 8.2
var picture={
  id: 3,
  title: "middle way",
  date: new Date("01/07/2005"),
  details: {
    type:"photograph",
    keywords:"landscape, tranquil, green, vegetation"
  },
  getAge: function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }
};

show("picture",picture);
show("details",picture.details);
show("age (years)",picture.getAge()/(1000*60*60*24*365));

We’ve indented the statement for readability here, but the whitespace is entirely
optional. This style of notation is commonly known as JSON (short for JavaScript
Object Notation), and we’ll refer to it as such in this book. We’ve already encoun-
tered it in section 3.1.2, and throughout chapters 5 through 7, where we saw the
complex options arguments being passed to various Prototype and Scriptaculous
helper objects, such as the Ajax request and the Effects objects. Now the time has
come to take a closer look at JSON and see how it works.

 JSON has only two rules. 
 First, objects are represented as key-value pairs, with each pair being separated

by a comma, and the key and value within each pair being separated by a colon.
The object itself is bounded by curly braces. Note that we can attach functions as
well as data values to the object in this way, effectively adding methods to our
objects. We’ll examine functions more thoroughly in the next chapter. 

 Second, arrays are represented as comma-delimited lists, bounded by square
braces. The keywords property is an array.

 Objects and arrays can be nested within each other to any depth, to create
arbitrarily complex objects.
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 JSON is a core feature of the JavaScript language and requires no external librar-
ies or helper code. Defining objects using JSON has been possible since the early
days of JavaScript, but it has only recently become common practice. Prototype’s
coding style makes considerable use of JSON. There is also a lot of coverage of JSON
within the Ajax press as a lightweight, friendlier alternative to XML for encoding
Ajax responses. We already encountered JSON briefly in this capacity in chapter 3.

 JSON is easy to write and satisfyingly simple, but it is still limited to creating
unique instances of objects. In the next section, we’ll see how to define reusable
object types.

8.2.2 Defining object types using prototypes

The ways in which we’ve created objects so far has been suitable for defining one-
off objects, but often we will want to define a type of object with standard properties
and behavior that we can then create several instances of. In our image gallery appli-
cation, for example, we’ll want to create tens, if not hundreds, of objects to repre-
sent pictures. In an object-oriented language, we would accomplish this by defining
a class definition, but, as we noted, we have no class definitions in JavaScript.

 We do, however, have access to object prototypes. A prototype is a collection of
properties and methods that can be automatically attached to an object when it is
created. To define a custom object type, we simply need to define a function that
will serve as a constructor, and attach other properties and methods to the proto-
type of that function. This may sound complex, but in practice, it is reasonably
straightforward. 

 Let’s look at how to define a reusable object type for our picture class. First, we
define a constructor function:

function Picture(id, title, date, details){
  this.id=id;
  this.title=title;
  this.date=date;
  this.details=details;
}

Our picture object also had a getAge() method, which we would like to make
available to the Picture type. We could define the method inside the constructor:

function Picture(id, title, date, details){
  this.id=id;
  this.title=title;
  this.date=date;
  this.details=details;
  this.getAge=function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }
}
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Doing this, however, is not recommended, as we create a new, albeit identical,
function for each instance of the object. A more efficient approach is to add the
function to the prototype, outside of the constructor function:

Picture.prototype.getAge=function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }

If we’re adding several methods to the object type at once, the simplest approach
(and one used widely in the Prototype code base) is to use JSON, like this:

Picture.prototype={
  getAge: function(){ return new Date()-this.date; },
  fetchThumbnail:function(){ ... },
  showDetails: function(div){ ... }
};

We’ve omitted the method bodies here, for now. While we’re exploring the way
JavaScript objects work, we don’t want to get bogged down in the details of our
gallery application. 

 Once our object type is defined, we can then create instances of it simply by
calling the constructor:

var picture=new Picture(
  3, 
  "middle way", 
  new Date("01/07/2005"), 
  {
    type:"photograph",
    keywords: [ 
      "landscape", "tranquil", "green", "vegetation"
    ]
  }
);

We can then call the methods of the object, like so:

var age=picture.getAge();

Let’s put this together before we move on. Snippet 8.3 illustrates the complete
code required to define our Picture type, create an instance, and display its details
in the Scratchpad.

Snippet 8.3
function Picture(id, title, date, details){
  this.id=id;
  this.title=title;
  this.date=date;
  this.details=details;
  this.getAge=function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }
}
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Picture.prototype={
  getAge: function(){ return new Date()-this.date; },
  fetchThumbnail:function(){ /*...*/ },
  showDetails: function(div){ /*...*/ }
};
var picture=new Picture(
  3, 
  "middle way", 
  new Date("01/07/2005"), 
  {
    type:"photograph",
    keywords: [ 
      "landscape", "tranquil", "green", "vegetation"
    ]
  }
);
show("picture",picture);
show("details",picture.details);
show("age (years)",picture.getAge()/(1000*60*60*24*365));

In addition to extending our own defined object types, we can extend the proto-
types of the core JavaScript language types too. Snippet 8.4 illustrates how to add
a utility method to the Array class to clear out the contents of the array.

Snippet 8.4
var keywords = [ 
      "landscape", "tranquil", "green", "vegetation"
    ] ;
show("keywords : before",keywords);
Array.prototype.clear=function(){ this.length=0; }
keywords.clear();
show("keywords : after",keywords);
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The native Array class has no clear() method,
but by adding to the prototype of that class,
we’ve extended the core functionality of all
instances of the class—even those defined
before the prototype was extended. The Proto-
type library makes extensive use of this facility
to enhance the core JavaScript language, and we’ll look at these extensions in
this and the following two chapters. Before moving on to Prototype, though, we’ll
take a quick look at how JavaScript handles object reflection.

8.2.3 Reflecting on objects

Most modern programming languages that support objects support reflection.
Reflection is the process of examining an object to find out what properties and
methods it contains. In strictly typed object-oriented languages, such as Java and
C#, one usually knows what types of objects one is dealing with, and reflection is a
relatively esoteric business. In loosely typed languages, such as JavaScript, the
need for reflection is perhaps more common. We present the mechanism here for
two reasons. First, to illustrate how simple it is in JavaScript. And second, to set the
scene for some of the design decisions that Prototype has taken in the way it han-
dles objects.

 There are generally two stages to reflecting on an object: iterating over the mem-
bers of the object—all of its properties and methods—and then querying the indi-
vidual properties and methods to find out what type they are.

 The first step is easy. Because JavaScript objects are like associative arrays, we
can iterate through them using a simple for...in loop:

for (name in obj){ 
  var value=obj[name]; 
  /* now do something with it... */ 
}

Note the use of the array-like syntax to reference properties of the object.
 The good news is that the second step is easy too. JavaScript provides an

instanceof operator that can tell us the type of an object—whether it is an Array,
a String, an Object, or a user-defined type.

 Our Scratchpad application uses simple JavaScript reflection to work out what
to do with objects passed to the show() function. First, it determines what type of
object it is dealing with, limiting the categories to Array, Object, or anything else:
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function show(title,obj){
  if (obj instanceof Array){
    showList(title,obj);
  }else if (obj instanceof Object){
    showObj(title,obj);  
  }else{
    showVal(title,obj);
  }
}

Note that we test for Arrays before Objects. Arrays are a subclass of Object, so
instanceof Object will return true for any JavaScript object.

 When rendering an object using the showObj() function, we make use of the
for...in loop to iterate through the members and list them all out:

function showObj(title,obj){
  var html="<div class='list'>"
    +"<div class='listHdr'>"+title+"</div>";
  for (i in obj){
    var item=obj[i];
    var itemValue=displayVal(item);
    html+="<div class='listItem'>"+i+" : "+itemValue+"</div>";
  }
  html+="</div>";
  new Insertion.Bottom($('output'),html);
}

The Scratchpad application is bundled with the code downloads for this book, so
feel free to examine the source code if you want to understand this in more detail.

 The second reason for raising this topic now is to note that there is a side effect
to extending the prototype of an object—every new function or property that we
add to the prototype will appear when iterated over by the for...in loop. Normally,
this is what we want in the case of properties, but functions are included too.

 As an example, let’s suppose that we want to be able to timestamp our image
objects with the current time. We write a function called timeStamp() to add a
timestamp property to the object. Then we realize that this might be useful for
our Folder objects too, so we decide to add it to the base Object class instead,
allowing us to timestamp any object in our system. Snippet 8.5 shows us doing this
for an object describing the details of an image.

Snippet 8.5
Object.prototype.timeStamp=function(){
  this.timestamp=new Date();
}
var details={
  type: "photograph",
  keywords: [
    "landscape", "tranquil", "green", "vegetation"
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  ] 
};
details.timeStamp();
show("details",details);

As expected, the timestamp property showing the current time is there, but so is
the function definition. In fact, the function definition will now pop up when we
iterate through the members of any object. 

 For this reason, it’s generally considered bad manners to extend the Object
prototype, and Prototype.js doesn’t do that. It does extend String, Array, and
Function, and we’ll look at some of these features too in this part of the book.
First, though, we’re going to look at how Prototype makes it easier to work with
objects without extending the Object prototype.

8.3 Objects and Prototype

Prototype provides two main features for working with objects. The first, the Class
object, is a simple syntactic helper that makes the declaration of object types more
compact. The second, the Object.extend() method, is a more generic feature
that can be used with objects in a variety of ways. We’ll kick off this section with a
look at the Class object.

8.3.1 Simplifying constructors with Class.create()

In snippet 8.3, we saw how to define a reusable object type by defining first the
constructor function, and then the prototype using JSON syntax. While this syn-
tax works, it requires us to define the constructor outside of the rest of the class
definition. 

 Prototype’s Class object contains a single useful helper method, create(), that
allows us to move the body of the constructor into the prototype definition. The
create() method does this for us by defining a constructor automatically that del-
egates to an initialize() method, which we then define manually. Snippet 8.6
shows what this looks like.
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Snippet 8.6
var Picture=Class.create();

Picture.prototype={
  initialize:function(id, title, date, details){
    this.id=id;
    this.title=title;
    this.date=date;
    this.details=details;
    this.getAge=function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }
  },
  getAge: function(){ return new Date()-this.date; },
  fetchThumbnail:function(){ /*...*/ },
  showDetails: function(div){ /*...*/ }
};
var picture=new Picture(
  3, 
  "middle way", 
  new Date("01/07/2005"), 
  {
    type:"photograph",
    keywords: [ 
      "landscape", "tranquil", "green", "vegetation"
    ]
  }
);
show("picture",picture);
show("details",picture.details);
show("age (years)",picture.getAge()/(1000*60*60*24*365));
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The initialize() method of the prototype is an exact copy of the old constructor
function. The new constructor function that Class.create() generates for us sim-
ply calls the initialize() method, passing in the arguments verbatim.

 Class.create() doesn’t buy us anything other than cleaner-looking code.
There is no need to use it to benefit from Prototype’s other object-based features,
and the decision as to whether to use it is largely a matter of taste. You’ll find it
within the Prototype and Scriptaculous code base quite a lot, so we present it
here for reference. We’ll also defer to Prototype house style and use it ourselves
in the rest of this chapter.

 The second Prototype feature that we’ll address in this section offers a lot
more power and functionality, so let’s look at it now.

8.3.2 Declaring object hierarchies with Object.extend()

We’ve already moved from declaring one-off structured objects to defining object
types in our review of JavaScript objects. In many cases, we’ve gone far enough—
after all, we don’t need to remodel the entire hierarchy of business objects inside
the browser, and we’d be making a lot of extra work for ourselves if we did. None-
theless, there are frequently times when it’s useful to define an object hierarchy of
some sort, with shared base functionality defined in one place, and specialist
behavior overlaid on top of it. Defining the base behavior in one place prevents us
from repeating ourselves and generally keeps the code tidy. 

 We’ve already seen this sort of hierarchy at work in the Prototype and Scriptac-
ulous libraries themselves. Prototype’s Ajax helper classes that we looked at in
chapters 3 and 4 followed a clear hierarchy, from Base through Request to the
Updaters. The Scriptaculous library’s Autocompleter component, which we
looked at in chapter 6, also bundles all the shared housekeeping of updating the
GUI and responding to user events into a base class, on top of which it builds two
concrete implementations, for client-side and server-side supply of data.

 Sadly, JavaScript doesn’t offer any mechanisms for class inheritance out of the
box. So how do Prototype and Scriptaculous do it? And how can we utilize the
same capabilities in our own code? There are actually several mechanisms at work.
Let’s start with the simplest and work our way through them.

8.3.3 Simple object merging

The simplest mechanism that Prototype offers for extending one object with the
capabilities of another is the Object.extend() method. Note that we said earlier
that it was bad manners to extend the Object prototype. This is not bad-mannered
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code, as extend() is attached directly to Object, not to its prototype. In object-
oriented terms, it’s a static method.

 Object.extend() takes two objects as arguments, and it iterates through the
members of the second object, attaching the members to the first object using the
same identifying name. In snippet 8.7, we create two simple objects using JSON syn-
tax, and extend the first with the second, in order to extend the metadata for a pic-
ture in our gallery.

Snippet 8.7
var picture={
  id: 3,
  title: "middle way",
  date: new Date("07/01/2005"),
  details: {
    type:"photograph",
    keywords:"landscape, tranquil, green, vegetation"
  },
  getAge: function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }
};

show("details",picture.details);

Object.extend(
  picture.details,
  {
     camera: "Nikon Coolpix 300",
     location: "Batsford, Gloucestershire",
     photographer: "Dave"
  }
);

show("extended details",picture.details);

We could have extended the details object
from the second, anonymous object one mem-
ber at a time, but Object.extend() gives us a
very concise way of doing so as a single opera-
tion. We defined the second object using JSON
here, just to keep the example simple, but
extend() will work equally well on any Java-
Script object, however it has been created.

 In this case, the two objects didn’t share any attributes with a common name.
Let’s see what happens when we do have a clash in namespaces. Snippet 8.8 tells
the story.
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Snippet 8.8
var picture={
  id: 3,
  title: "middle way",
  date: new Date("07/01/2005"),
  details: {
    type:"photograph",
    keywords:"landscape, tranquil, green, vegetation"
  },
  getAge: function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }
};

show("details",picture.details);

Object.extend(
  picture.details,
  {
     type:"photo",
     camera: "Nikon Coolpix 300",
     location: "Batsford, Gloucestershire",
     photographer: "Dave"
  }
);

show("extended details",picture.details);

The two details objects now share the type
property in common. When the second
extends the original, it simply overwrites any
existing values. The hybrid object, then, has
properties originating from three sources.
Type is present in both objects, but has been
overwritten by the second object. Camera,
location, and photographer are present only
in the second object, and have been added to
the first as new properties. Finally, keywords
was present only in the first object, and has
survived unchanged.

 So far, our details objects are simply data structures. Real objects encapsulate
both data and behavior, and as we noted earlier, object methods in JavaScript are
simply functions attached as properties. As such, Object.extend() will treat them
just as it does any other properties. In snippet 8.9, we’ll define a few methods for
our details, to see what the implications of this are.
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Snippet 8.9
var picture={
  id: 3,
  title: "middle way",
  date: new Date("01/01/1970"),
  details: {
    type:"photograph",
    keywords:"landscape, tranquil, green, vegetation",
    about: function(){ return "This is a "+this.type; }
  },
  getAge: function(){ return new Date()-this.date; }
};

show("about",picture.details.about());

Object.extend(
  picture.details,
  {
     type:"photo",
     camera: "Nikon Coolpix 300",
     location: "Batsford, Gloucestershire",
     photographer: "Dave",
     summarize:function(){
       return "This "+this.type
         +" was taken by "+this.photographer
         +" at "+this.location
         +" while thinking of "+this.keywords;
     }
  }
);

show("about",picture.details.about());

show("about",picture.details.summarize());

After we’ve extended the details object with the extra details, we can still call the
about() method, but it will refer to overridden properties from the second object,
specifically the type. It will also gain access to any methods defined only in the sec-
ond object, such as summarize().
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 On its own, Object.extend() provides us with a useful way to merge functional-
ity from one object into another. When it comes to working with predefined types
of objects, though, it can be used to form the basis of a full inheritance system. By
operating on the prototype rather than the object itself, we can make object types
extend from one another, as we’ll see in the next section. It can also be used, how-
ever, to provide multiple inheritance in JavaScript, through a mechanism known as
mixins. We’ll look at mixins in more detail in the next section.

8.3.4 Modeling Object hierarchies

In section 8.2.1, we saw how to define a simple one-off object, and in section 8.2.2
we moved on to defining reusable types by employing the prototype property. In
this section, we’ll make the same leap for inheritance, taking the Object.extend()
mechanism that we discussed in the previous section, and applying it to object
types rather than standalone objects. There are two ways in which we can do this,
which can be characterized in object-oriented terms as single and multiple inher-
itance. Many modern object-oriented languages, notably Java and C#, don’t sup-
port multiple inheritance, so it will be less familiar to many readers. We’ll look at
single inheritance first, and return to look at multiple inheritance later.

Single inheritance
Let’s suppose that we’ve decided that we want to model our image gallery to con-
tain two item types in each folder—images and subfolders. That is, rather than
displaying subfolders separately down the left side of the page, we’ll show them as
icons, so as to resemble a file-explorer program more closely. Both types of objects
will share some common functionality, such as having a name, date, and keywords
(allowing us to tag individual photos and entire collections). Both will also have
functionality not possessed by the other. For example, the items representing
images will have a method to show the close-up and members defining file size
and dimensions. The items representing subfolders might list the number of
images in the folder and provide a method for opening them as the current
folder. It’s a perfect fit for an object-oriented approach. 

 Defining the base class is straightforward, following the approach that we out-
lined in the previous section. First we define a constructor function:

var Item=Class.create();

Here, we’re using Class.create() to define the constructor for us, as per snip-
pet 8.6. The technique we’re demonstrating here would also work for manually
written constructors, such as the one in snippet 8.3.
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 We then define the base class’s prototype, which contains all the functionality of
that class. Because we’ve used Class.create(), we’ll include an initialize()
method:

var Item=Class.create();
Item.prototype={
  initialize:function(){
    this._init.call(arguments);
  },
  _init:function(name,date,keywords){
    this.name=name;
    this.date=date;
    this.keywords=keywords || [];
  },
  addKeyword:function(word){ 
    if (!this.keywords.include(word)){
      this.keywords.push(word);
    }
  }
};

The initialize() method here provides the real implementation of the construc-
tor. We’ve delegated the setting of the shared properties to a second function,
_init(). We did this because when we create the subclasses, we will have to over-
ride initialize(), and we want to still have access to the _init() method. The
underscore at the beginning of the function name indicates that this is an inter-
nal method of the class that shouldn’t be called from outside. JavaScript has no
hard support for public and private members, but the convention signals our
intent to other programmers who might read or modify the code.

 To make the example sufficiently interesting, we ought to include methods as
well as properties in the base class. We’ve provided a simple addKeyword() method
here to help manage the tagging process. Array.include() is provided by Proto-
type rather than by the core JavaScript engine, but we’ll worry about that when we
get to chapter 10.

 So, the next thing we need to do is create the subclasses. Let’s start with the
one to represent subfolders. We’ll use Class.create() to declare a constructor
and define the prototype, as before:

var Folder=Class.create();
Folder.prototype=Object.extend(
  new Item(),
  {
     initialize:function(name,date,count,keywords){
       this._init(name,date,keywords);
       this.addKeyword("folder");
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       this.count=count;
     },
     open:function(){ alert("opening "+this.name); }
  }
);

There’s a twist here. Rather than declaring the prototype as a new JSON object,
we’ve extended an instance of the parent class using Object.extend(). Properties
and methods defined in the base class then become accessible to the subclass.
For example, the _init() method from the base class is used in the constructor
for Folder. We’ve also added the keyword folder to every folder (more to illus-
trate the ability to call methods of the base class than to provide a useful classifi-
cation system).

 We’ve now defined a parent and a child class. Let’s put our code to the test.
Snippet 8.10 defines the base class and subclasses, and creates an instance of the
Folder class.

Snippet 8.10
var Item=Class.create();
Item.prototype={
  initialize:function(){
    this._init.call(arguments);
  },
  _init:function(name,date,keywords){
    this.name=name;
    this.date=date;
    this.keywords=keywords || [];
  },
  addKeyword:function(word){ 
    if (!this.keywords.include(word)){
      this.keywords.push(word);
    }
  }
};

var Folder=Class.create();
Folder.prototype=Object.extend(
  new Item(),
  {
     initialize:function(name,date,count,keywords){
       this._init(name,date,keywords);
       this.addKeyword("folder");
       this.count=count;
     },
     open:function(){ alert("opening "+this.name); }
  }
);
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var folder=new Folder(
  "New Year '05",
  new Date("01/01/2005"),
  7
);

show("folder name",folder.name);
show("folder count",folder.count);
show("keywords",folder.keywords);
folder.addKeyword("interesting");
folder.addKeyword("amusing");
show("keywords",folder.keywords);

We can now successfully retrieve properties set by the parent and the base class,
and invoke the addKeyword() method defined in the base class.

 Defining the second subclass, to represent pictures, is done in exactly the same
way as defining the Folder subclass:

var Picture=Class.create();
Picture.prototype=Object.extend(
  new Item(),
  {
     initialize:function(name,date,url,dimensions,weight,keywords){
       this._init(name,date,keywords);
       this.addKeyword("picture");
       this.url=url;
       this.dimensions=dimensions;
       this.weight=weight;
     },
     show:function(){ alert("showing "+this.name); }
  }
);

Again, we’ve omitted many of the implementation details here, but we’ve demon-
strated the principles of creating a simple object hierarchy by applying
Object.extend() to the prototypes of objects. Prototype and Scriptaculous both
make use of these mechanisms internally, and they provide a way of defining com-
mon functionality that will be familiar to programmers used to working with
object-oriented languages. However, Object.extend() can be used in another way,
to mimic multiple inheritance. We’ll look at that in the next section.
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Multiple inheritance using mixins
In a single-inheritance-based language, such as Java, a child class can have only
one direct parent, with a chain of grandparents and ancestors stretching back to
the base Object class. If we want to attach functionality to an object outside of this
linear chain, we can use a virtual class or interface. Alternatively, we can use object
composition, wrapping up the extra functionality into a separate class that then
becomes a member of our class. Single inheritance is simple, easy to understand,
and doesn’t leave a lot of room for making mistakes.

 In languages that support multiple inheritance, a class may extend directly
from more than one parent, directly inheriting the properties and methods of
both. Multiple inheritance provides a lot of extra flexibility, but it also introduces
the danger of namespace clashes between the two parents. Imagine that we define
a class that inherits from both a Volcano class and a Balloon class. Both might
provide a method called blowUp(), but the consequences of each would be
radically different!

 So far, we’ve mimicked inheritance in JavaScript using Object.extend() on the
prototypes. There’s nothing to stop us from implementing multiple inheritance
using Object.extend() if we simply extend one parent by the other before
extending by the base class. In fact, the Prototype libraries themselves do just that
when extending the JavaScript Array, as we’ll see in chapter 10.

 Prototype takes a lot of its inspiration from Ruby, and Ruby supports multiple
inheritance of sorts through a type of object called a mixin. A mixin provides
implementations of behavior but is typically incomplete in some way. For example,
the Enumerable mixin in Ruby provides a lot of higher-level functionality for work-
ing with array-like objects, but lacks the lower-level capability of iterating over the
elements of the array. Any array-like structure, including Arrays, Hashes, and user-
defined objects, can be enhanced by the Enumerable interface, provided they can
offer a way of iterating over their members (which they do).

 The same could be accomplished using single inheritance, but it would require
all classes enhanced by Enumerable to have Enumerable as their base class. This
would not always be appropriate, though, as the class being extended may already
have a parent class that is more directly related to its purpose. Directories in a file-
system, or the rows returned by a database query are good examples. In a single
inheritance world, we could solve this issue using composition or an interface, but
being able to mix in the additional functionality is an intriguing alternative, partic-
ularly where the functionality is of a secondary nature.
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 Let’s return to JavaScript, then, and to the modeling of the items in our pic-
ture gallery. We have two quite distinct item types that might be resident inside a
folder, namely folders and pictures, and both require some common functional-
ity, such as being able to provide a name and a date, and to manage the keywords
required to tag the items. In the previous section, we modeled all of the common
functionality inside a base class. Now, let’s look at how we might do things differ-
ently, using mixins.

 The first step is to define an object that contains the common functionality we
want to abstract. The tagging is an ideal candidate for abstracting out this way, so
let’s define an object that contains all the functionality needed to manage keywords.

var Taggable={
  addKeyword:function(word){ 
    if (!this.keywords.include(word)){
      this.keywords.push(word);
    }
  },
  removeKeyword:function(word){
    this.keywords=this.keywords.reject(
      function(value){ return value==word; }
    );
  },
  clear:function(){
    this.keywords=[];
  }
};

We’ve added a bit more functionality here, to allow keywords to be removed as
well as added. Again, we’re using Prototype’s Array extensions here, which we will
explain in detail in chapter 10. Looking at the structure, though, there are two
things to note about our mixin object. First, it is simply a standalone object, not
an object type. Second, it is incomplete—every method makes a reference to
this.keywords, and yet we haven’t provided a keywords property. However, any
object that does provide a keywords array can be extended by Taggable and
instantly get access to its functionality.

 Let’s apply this to our object hierarchy, then. We want all types of items to be
taggable, so we’ll extend the base class Item.

var Item=Class.create();
Item.prototype={
  initialize:function(){
    this._init.call(arguments);
  },
  _init:function(name,date,keywords){
    this.name=name;
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    this.date=date;
    this.keywords=keywords || [];
    Object.extend(this,Taggable);
  }
};

The Item class has changed in two ways. First, we’ve used Object.extend() to mix
in the functionality of Taggable within the constructor. Note that we extend the
class with Taggable, not the other way around. That way, Taggable remains
unchanged, and our class is modified. Second, we’ve removed the methods from
the base class that dealt with tagging, as Taggable now provides them.

 Our Folder and Picture classes can inherit from Item as before. Because they
will call the _init() method, they too will be mixed in with Taggable. Snippet 8.11
puts it to the test.

Snippet 8.11
var Taggable={
  addKeyword:function(word){ 
    if (!this.keywords.include(word)){
      this.keywords.push(word);
    }
  },
  removeKeyword:function(word){
    this.keywords=this.keywords.reject(
      function(value){ return value==word; }
    );
  },
  clear:function(){
    this.keywords=[];
  }
};

var Item=Class.create();
Item.prototype={
  initialize:function(){
    this._init.call(arguments);
  },
  _init:function(name,date,keywords){
    this.name=name;
    this.date=date;
    this.keywords=keywords || [];
    Object.extend(this,Taggable);
  }
};

var Folder=Class.create();
Folder.prototype=Object.extend(
  new Item(),
  {
     initialize:function(name,date,count,keywords){
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       this._init(name,date,keywords);
       this.addKeyword("folder");
       this.count=count;
     },
     open:function(){ alert("opening "+this.name); }
  }
);

var folder=new Folder(
  "New Year '05",
  new Date("01/01/2005"),
  7
);

show("folder name",folder.name);
show("keywords",folder.keywords);
folder.addKeyword("interesting");
folder.addKeyword("amusing");
show("keywords",folder.keywords);
folder.removeKeyword("interesting");
show("keywords",folder.keywords);

As you can see, once the folder is created, we have ready access to the addKey-
word() and removeKeyword() methods provided by the Taggable mixin. In this
case, we applied the mixin to a base class and used it alongside a standard single-
inheritance approach, but it would also be possible to apply mixins individually to
child classes.

 Object.extend(), then, provides a powerful addition to our programming
arsenal. On its own, we can use it to combine objects in an elegant way. It really
comes into its own, though, when applied to object modeling, in which capacity it
can provide us with mechanisms for both single and multiple inheritance.

8.4 Summary

This concludes our review of the JavaScript Object type, and the ways in which
Prototype enhances it. We began this chapter by looking at the JavaScript Object,
and discovered that it was quite far removed from the objects that we encounter
in strongly typed object-oriented languages, resembling an associative array in
many ways. 




